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Abstract
Quantumdynamics of impurities in a bath of bosons is a long-standing problem in solid-state, plasma,
and atomic physics. Recent experimental and theoretical investigations with ultracold atoms have
focused on this problem, studying atomic impurities immersed in an atomic Bose–Einstein
condensate (BEC) and for various relative coupling strengths tuned by the Fano−Feshbach resonance
technique.Here, we report extensive numerical simulations on a closely related problem: the collision
between a bosonic impurity consisting of a few 41K atoms and aBECof 87Rb atoms in a quasi one-
dimensional configuration and under aweak harmonic axial confinement. For small values of the
inter-species interaction strength (regardless of its sign), we find that the impurity, which starts from
outside the BEC, simply causes the BEC cloud to oscillate back and forth, but the frequency of
oscillation depends on the interaction strength. For intermediate couplings, after a few cycles of
oscillation the impurity is captured by the BEC, and strongly changes its amplitude of oscillation. In
the strong interaction regime, if the inter-species interaction is attractive, a localmaximum (bright
soliton) in the BECdensity occurs where the impurity is trapped; if, instead, the inter-species
interaction is repulsive, the impurity is not able to enter the BEC cloud and the reflection coefficient is
close to one.However, if the initial displacement of the impurity is increased, the impurity is able to
penetrate the cloud, leading to the appearance of amoving hole (dark soliton) in the BEC.

1. Introduction

In 1933, Landau introduced the concept of the polaron, an electronwhose effectivemass is affected by coupling
with the quantized lattice vibrations (phonons) of a crystal [1]. Later, Frölich derived a field-theoretical polaron
Hamiltonian that covers all coupling strengths between the electron and the phonons [2]. The basic properties of
polarons are now established (see, for instance, the review [3]) but the interest in the polaron dynamics and,
more generally, in the dynamics of impurities interactingwith a bosonic bath has recently gone through a
vigorous revival,mainly in the context of ultracold atomic gases. In [4], localized bosonic impurities, consisting
of a few 41K atoms, have been created in a one-dimensional (1D) configuration and their interactions with a
Bose–Einstein condenstate (BEC) of 87Rbatoms have been investigated by using a Fano−Feshbach resonance to
tune the impurity−boson scattering length.More recently, tunable BEC impurities—i.e. atomic impurities in a
cloud of ultracold Bose–Einstein condensed atoms—have been obtained by two other experimental groups
[5, 6]. The Bose polaron problemhas been addressed theoretically using various techniques: quantumLangevin
equation [4], mean-field theorywith coupledGross−Pitaevskii equations [7, 8], time-dependent variational
mean-field for lattice polarons [9, 10], Feynmanpath integral and Jensen−Feynman variational principle [11],
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T-matrix [12] and perturbation [13] approaches, variational wavefunction [14, 15], and quantumMonteCarlo
schemes [16]. Recently, the transition of the impurity from the polaron to the soliton state has been studied in
[17] by combining the FrölichHamiltonian picturewith the Landau−Brazovskii theory for first-order phase
transitions. All these theories work quite well in theweak-coupling regime, but show some deviations with
respect to recent experiments [5, 6] in the strong-coupling regime.However, a nonperturbative
renormalization-group approach [18] seems able to give a reliable and unified picture of the Bose polaron
problem fromweak to strong coupling, including 1D configurations [19].

A common feature of the above investigations is that the impurity always remains inside the bosonic bath. In
this paper, we study a different but closely related non-equilibriumproblem: the collision between a 41K
impurity and a 87RbBEC,where the impurity is initially outside the bosonic bath. In section 2, we introduce the
physical system: a quasi-1DBECof 300 87Rb atoms located at theminimumof aweak harmonic axial trap and
an impurity offive atoms that starts from the edge of the BEC cloud. In section 3, we define the two coupled 1D
time-dependent Gross−Pitaevskii equations which are used to perform the numerical simulations. In section 4,
we discuss our theoretical predictions, which display a very rich phenomenology crucially depending on the
impurity-BEC strength. Indeed, our numerical simulations unequivocally show that the collision dynamics
gives rise to a variety of highly-nonlinear effects—such as dark and bright solitons, impurity trapping, and
coupled oscillations in the confining trap—which, due to theirmacroscopic character, pave theway to
forthcoming experiments. The paper is concluded in section 5.

2. Properties of the system

Weconsider a set-up very close to that realized experimentally in [4]: a bosonic cloud of 87Rb atoms and a
bosonic impurity consisting of 41K atoms in a 1Dharmonic confinement. This quasi-1D configuration is
obtained by aweak optical confinement along one direction and a strong optical confinement along the two
transverse directions. The atoms interact by intra-species and inter-species interactions. In particular, in this
paper, the inter-species interaction is controlled by themagnetic Feshbach resonance. In contrast, the intra-
species interactions are always repulsive and close to their background values in the range ofmagnetic field used
to exploit the Feshbach resonance. In a realistic experiment, the variation of the inter-species s-wave scattering
length aRb, K between

87Rb and 41K atoms by a Feshbach resonance can also induce variations of intra-species
scattering lengths aRb and aK. However, these variations are quantitatively negligible [4]. In our simulations, we
use the following values for the 3D scattering lengths: aRb=100 a0 [20] and aK=63 a0 [21]with a0 the Bohr
radius.WeworkwithNRb=300 atoms for Bose–Einstein condensate andNK= 5 atoms for the impurity.
Unlike the experiment of [4], in this workwe assume zero temperature throughout. For 87Rb atoms, the
frequencies of transverse and axial harmonic confinement areω⊥Rb=2π×34×103Hz andωPRb=2π×
62 Hz. For 41K atoms, they are insteadω⊥K=2π×45×103 Hz andωPK=2π×87 Hz.

Two lengths characteristic of the problemunder consideration can be defined naturally for each species: the
longitudinal and transverse harmonic oscillator lengths, respectively a ms s s,  w= ( )∣∣ ∣∣ and

a ms s s, , w=^ ^( ) with s=Rb,K.Due to the relationsω⊥Rb?ωPRb and K Kw w^   between the
confinement frequencies, the system effectively behaves as one-dimensional. The one-dimensional scattering
lengths characterizing the intra-species interactions are obtained from the three-dimensional ones by the
Olshanii formula [22]: a a a C a a1s D s s s,1

2
,= - -^ ^( )( ( ))with C 1.4603 2 . In this way, the 1D intra-

species interaction strengths are given by
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with g1=2.365 Jm and g2=0.8598 g1; while the 1D inter-species interaction strength between 87Rb and 41K
atoms, g12, is numerically calculated following the analysis laid out in [23]. Following [24], we determine the 3D
inter-atomic scattering length aRb,K as a function of themagnetic fieldBnear the Feshbach resonance at 78.2Gs.
We then derive the corresponding 1D inter-atomic strength g12.

3. Theoretical approach

Wedescribe the systemunder investigation in the context ofmean-field theory for both components. In the
configuration of [4], the transverse confinement corresponds to a harmonic oscillator length of approximately
1150a0 for themajority component (Rb). As a consequence, the 1D gas parameter, i.e. the ratio of the healing
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length to interparticle distance, is d a a d8 1,Rb Rb x = ^ , justifying the use ofmean-field theory for the 87Rb
cloud. In fact, 87Rb atoms are in the 1Dweak-coupling quasi-condensate regime, where the exact Lieb−Liniger
theory of 1D bosonswith repulsive contact interaction reduces to the 1DGross−Pitaevskiimodel [25–27].We
complement the complexwave-functionsψRb(x, t)with a similar wavefunctionψK(x, t) for the impurity, and
impose that they satisfy the coupledGross−Pitaevskii equations (GPEs)
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N x t x, d 6K K
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indicate the number of atoms of each type, and remain constant during the time evolution. In ourmodel, the 41K
impurity is also described by a 1DGPE, but the very small number of 41K atoms implies that the nonlinear term
proportional to g2 is extremely small.We have verified that the numerical results of section 4 are practically the
same on setting g2=0. The key parameter is instead g12—that is, the strength of the density−density coupling
between 87Rb cloud and 41K impurity. An accurate estimate of the axial density profile of the 87Rb cloud (at the
initial time and, to a good approximation, also during the dynamics) can be achieved by the local density
approximation, leading to
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where

R m2 , 8Rb Rb Rb Rb
2m w= ( ) ( ) ( )

g N m3 4 2 9Rb Rb Rb Rb Rb
2 2 3m w= (( ) ( )) ( )

are the Thomas−Fermi radius of the Rb cloud and the corresponding chemical potential, respectively. Inserting
the numerical values for the various parameters, onefinds 75Rb Rbm w=  andRRb=12.2aPRb, where
a mRb Rb Rb w=  = 1.37 μm.

4.Numerical results

For the 41K impurity at the initial time of considered evolution, we assume formost of the cases considered a
Gaussianwavefunction

x
N

, 0 e 10k x d
K 1 4 1 2

20
2 2

p s
Y = s- +( ) ( )( ) ( )

centered at a distance d0=14.6aPRb=20 μmfrom the origin of the axial harmonic trap. Thewidthσ is chosen
to be equal to a Rb . Similarly, in the following (simulations included) all the lengths will bemeasured in units
of a Rb .

Equations (3) and (4) are solved numerically by using afinite-difference predictor-corrector Crank−
Nicolson algorithm [28, 29]. The center ofmass of the 87RbBEC remains practically constant, while the center of
mass of the 41K impurity, which is initially outside the 87RbBEC, evolves in time due to the axial harmonic
potential, and its dynamics strongly depends on interaction strength g12 between the impurity and the 87Rb
condensate. As expected, if g12=0 the 41K impurity crosses the 87Rb cloudwithout perturbing it (seemovie [30]
for details). In this case, the 41K impurity simply oscillates back and forthwith oscillation frequencyΩ, which is
exactly the frequencyωPK of the axial harmonic confinement for 41K atoms.

Infigure 1, we plot the reflection coefficientR of the 41K impurity against the inter-atomic strength g12/g1 at
time t Kp w= ∣∣ . The reflection coefficient is computed as

R t
N

x t x
1

, d , 11
K

0

K
2ò= Y

-¥
( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )

whereNK is the number of 41K atoms. The coefficientR equals unity when the 41K impurity is entirely confined
in the left side of the space domain (x<0), whileR vanishes when the impurity is completely in the right side of
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the domain (x>0). As expected, at the time t Kp w= ∣∣ , which corresponds to half the period of oscillation, in
the absence of inter-atomic interaction (g12=0) the reflection coefficient is zero. For strongly repulsive
(g12/g1?1) interactions close to the resonance (i.e. for B 78.2 Gs),figure 1 shows instead that the impurity
is completely confined outside the cloud (reflected back), leading to reflection coefficient R 1 . For weakly
attractive g12/g1, the coefficientR always lies at very small values close to zero.However, for strongly attractive
values of g g12 1, it is possible to notice a small increase inR. This occurs because, due to the strongly attractive
interaction, the 41Kwave packet tends to be pulled toward the center ofmass of the 87Rb cloud and, at time
t Kp w= ∣∣ , a fraction of it is still in the left side (x<0) of the space domain. For the same reason, the oscillation
frequency in the strongly attractive case reaches higher values with respect toωPK, as shown in thefirst panel of
figure 2.

4.1.Weak-coupling andperiodicmotion of impurity
For small values of the inter-atomic strength, i.e. for g g 112 1 ∣ ∣ the 41K the impurity simply oscillates back and
forth inside the 87Rb cloud: however, the frequencyΩ of oscillation depends on g12.

To determineΩ, we calculate the center-of-mass position xcm(t) of the
41K impurity as a function of time t.

Thenwe perform the Fourier transform

x x t te d 12t
cm cm

iòw = w˜ ( ) ( ) ( )

of xcm(t), and plot its power spectrum xcm
2w∣ ˜ ( )∣ versus Kw w∣∣ —see figure 2. The panels of this figure are each

obtained for different values of the inter-atomic strength g12 between
41K and 87Rb atoms. Thefigure clearly

shows that, as expected, for g12=0 (middle panel) there is only one peak centered at 1Kw w =∣∣ and,
consequently, the center ofmass oscillates at the frequency KwW = ∣∣ , that is the frequency of axial harmonic
confinement of the 41K atoms.

The upper panels offigure 2 reveal that for small negative (attractive) values of g 12/g1 the frequencyΩ of
oscillation of the 41K impurity increases. In contrast, for small positive (repulsive) values of g12/g1 (lower panels),
a secondmode appears at a lower frequency. This secondmode becomes dominant as g12/g1 grows.

4.2. Intermediate coupling and impurity trapping
For intermediate couplings, i.e. around g g 0.512 1 ∣ ∣ regardless of the sign of g12, after a few cycles of oscillation
the 41K impurity is captured by the 87Rb cloud, and strongly changes its amplitude of oscillation. This
phenomenon is illustrated infigure 3, where the contour plot of 41K and 87Rb density profiles is reported.

A difference between the attractive and the repulsive case is visible in the shape of the density profile of the
impurity atfixed time. Indeed, the repulsive case (lower panel) shows amode of oscillation of the impurity
featuring a density profile characterized by twomain lobes for the distribution, always with an empty region at
the center of the oscillatingwave packet. In other words, the impurity profile features, along the x-direction, two
mainmaxima and one centralminimum.On the other hand, the attractive case (upper panel)displays an
oscillationmode inwhich thewave packet features only a single lobe: a density profile characterized by only one
maximum.Moreover, in spite of the relevantmagnitude of the attraction, no significant quantum reflection
phenomenon occurring for rapidly varying attractive potentials [31, 32] is observed at the boundaries of the BEC

Figure 1.Reflection coefficientR of 41K impurity on 87Rb cloud as a function of the adimensional inter-atomic strength g12/g1 at time
t Kp w= ∣∣ .
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condensate, nor is there any consequent vortex formation [33]. The latter absence, also holding for abrupt
repulsive potential [34], is attributable to the one-dimensionality of our simulations, as well as to the small size of
the impurity.

The full dynamics of the attractive and repulsive cases is well illustrated in figure 3, and can also be seen in the
movies [35] and [36], respectively.

4.3. Strong coupling and solitarywaves
4.3.1. Repulsive inter-atomic strength
When the inter-atomic interaction is repulsive and sufficiently strong, only aminor part of the 41K impurity
ends up on the other side of the 87Rb cloud. Infigure 1, this effect corresponds to a reflection coefficientR that
becomes different from zero. Notably, when the inter-atomic interaction is strongly repulsive, the impurity of
41K is not able to enter the 87Rb cloud, so that a barrier effect occurs (seemovie [37] for details). The impurity
then behaves as a classical object, similar towhat is observedwith BEC solitons in the presence of potential
barriersmuchwider that their size [38]. Infigure 1, this effect corresponds to a reflection coefficientR close to
one.However, if the initial displacement of the impurity is increased so that to increase its initial potential
energy, the 41K cloud is able to penetrate the 87Rb cloud.Due to the strong repulsive interaction, a local
minimum in the density of 87Rb is observed in the correspondence of a sharp density peak of the 41K impurity.
The situation described is shown in the left panel offigure 4, where the normalized density profiles

x N,Rb
2

RbtY∣ ( )∣ and x N,K
2

KtY∣ ( )∣ are reported for two different values of g12/g1. The resultingmoving hole
in the 87RbBEC is a dark soliton created by the interactionwith the 41K impurity. In this regime, the hole
−impurity pair is similar to the dark−bright solitons observed in the superfluid counterflowofmiscible
condensates [39]. Notice that infigure 4 the upper panels are contour plots of the normalized density profiles in
the (x,y) plane. These contour plots are obtained by adopting aGaussian profile along the y axis with awidth

Figure 2.Power spectrum x 2w∣ ˜( )∣ versus adimensional frequency Kw w∣∣ of the Fourier transform xcm w˜ ( ) of the center-of-mass
position xcm(t) of the

41K impurity. Results obtained for different values of the adimensional inter-atomic strength g12/g1 between
41K

and 87Rb atoms. In each panel x 2w∣ ˜( )∣ is scaled so that its absolutemaximum is equal to one. Kw∣∣ is the frequency of the axial harmonic
confinement for 41K atoms.
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given by the characteristic length of transverse harmonic confinement.However, for the sake of visibility, the y
direction is not plotted to scale.Movie [40] displays the full dynamics of this dark soliton.

4.3.2. Attractive inter-atomic strength
When the sign of g12 is taken to be negative, the

41Kimpurity enters and oscillates in the 87RbBEC; at each
oscillation a part of it is captured around the center, so that after a certain time all the impurity gets confined

Figure 3.Upper panel: normalized distribution for Rb87 , x N,1
2

RbtY∣ ( )∣ (light blue) and for K41 , x N,2
2

KtY∣ ( )∣ (orange), as a
function of the adimensional space x/aPRb and adimensional time τ=ωPRb t, for g12=−0.5. Lower panel: same quantities for
g12=0.5.Here, aPRb=1.37μmandωPRb=389.6 Hz.

Figure 4. Left panels: dark soliton in the 87Rb cloud induced by the 41K impurity, for g12/g1=4. Right panels: 87Rb bright soliton
induced by the 41K impurity, for g12/g1=−2. Upper panels give the contour plot of the normalized density profiles in the (x, y) plane.
Lower panels give the corresponding normalized axial density profiles as a function of the adimensional axial coordinate x/aPRb.

tRbt w=  is the adimensional timewithωPRb=389.6 Hz and aPRb=1.37μm.Frames are taken from themovies [40] and [41].
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around this point. Increasing themagnitude of the negative g12, the number of oscillations prior to complete
trapping decreases.Moreover, when full confinement is reached, a localmaximum in the 87Rb density occurs,
corresponding to the peak in the 41K impurity. Thismoving peak is a bright soliton, shown in the right panel of
figure 4. The full dynamics of this bright soliton is reported inmovie [41].

4.4. Capture andLocalization effects
Movies [30, 35–37, 40, 41] show a broad range of phenomenology. Part of the rich behavior highlighted in the
movies can be efficiently summarized in the dynamics of the center ofmass of the 41K cloud. Infigure 5, we plot
the center ofmass of the 41K cloud as a function of time for several values of attractive (upper panel) and
repulsive (lower panel) interaction g12/g1. Figure 5 clearly shows how, for sufficiently strong repulsive values of
g12/g1, the impurity cloud is completely blocked out (light blue and orange lines in the lower panel offigure 5),
while in the opposite case, when the interaction is strongly attractive, the 41K impurity is completely captured
and confined at the center of the trap.

As pointed out in the previous section, for intermediate interaction strengths the system exhibits amore
symmetric behavior. In both attractive and repulsive cases, the impurity is always captured by the 87RbBEC.
This can be clearly seen infigure 5where for g g 0.5, 2.012 1 Î - -[ ] (upper panel) and g12/g1=0.5 (lower panel)
the evolution of the center ofmass is damped in amplitude and confined inside the 87RbBEC (i.e. at the center of
the trap). Interestingly, the ‘capturemechanism’ seems to exhibit a set of common features among the various
cases considered: (i) it occurs very quickly (about one oscillation cycle); (ii) smaller values of the interaction
strength g12∣ ∣ lead to delayed impurity capture; (iii) at least for intermediate interaction strengths, the impurity
capture is always preceded by the appearance of an interference pattern in the density distribution of the
impurity cloud. This sudden damping of the oscillation has been verified to be a rearrangement of internal
energies, where part of the large initial kinetic energy of the impurity is handed over to the BEC cloud through
inter-species interactions, hence producing a damping of the impurity oscillation.

Infigure 6we show two frames of themovies [35] and [36], for attractive g g 0.512 1 = - (left panel) and
repulsive g12/g1=0.5 (right panel) cases inwhich an interference pattern appears. The interaction of thewave
packetΨK(x, t)with the Rb condensate produces a reflected counter-propagating wave that, by quantum
interferingwith the incoming packet, produces the interference pattern shown infigure 6. This exclusively
quantumphenomenon, previously encountered and studied in detail for instance in [33, 39], proves to be driven
by the interaction between the two atomic species g12, and arises in both the attractive and repulsive cases,
leaving a direct signature of the energy transfer between the impurity and the condensate. A difference in the
spatial frequency of the interference pattern fringes is noticed between the attractive and repulsive cases, with the
formermanifesting a generally higher spatial frequencies than the latter. However, the investigation of the true
nature of such a difference goes beyond the scope of this paper, and is left to future development.

Figure 5.Center ofmass of the 41K cloud as function of time τ for attractive (upper panel) and repulsive (lower panel) values of g12/g1.
xcm is plotted in units of aPRb.
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A similar reflection-interference phenomenon appears at the boundary of the trap due to the reflection of
the cloud between the parabolic walls. In that case, the intra-species interaction term g2 provides that source of
scattering between the 41K particles capable of producing the reflectedwave and the associated interference
figure.We verified that if both g 02 = and g12=0, no interference patterns appear in the time evolution. In this
case, the dynamical evolution of x t,K

2Y∣ ( )∣ is perfectly described by the typical coherent-state picture.
The rich phenomenology described above reproduces thewell-known localization effects characterizing

mixtures both in the absence (see e.g. [42]) and in the presence [43] of a superimposed optical lattice. In the
repulsive case, two species, fullymixed for g g g 112 1 2 s< » (σ is determined in [42] and [43]), separates
when g12 is sufficiently larger than g g1 2 , thus providing a spatial configurationwhere the densitymaximumof
one species corresponds to the densityminimumof the other (the dark soliton infigure 4, lower left panel). A
similar effect occurs if g12<0: when g12∣ ∣ is sufficiently larger than g g1 2 , a configuration crops up inwhich the
densitymaxima of both species perfectly overlap (local supermixing) due to the attractive interaction (see
figure 4, lower right panel). Such configurations clearly emerge in the oscillations of the impurity in the Rb
cloud. In particular, after the capture of theK impurity by the Rb cloud, one can observe how thefinal part of the
oscillations shown in [33], [34] features a stable bond of theKdensitymaximumwith the Rb dark soliton (bright
soliton) in the presence of a strong repulsive (attractive) interaction.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed the behavior of a system consisting of a quasi-1DBose−Einstein condensate
made of 300 87Rb atoms interactingwith a bosonic impuritymade offive 41K atoms, which starts fromoutside
the Bose condensate and collides with it. Despite the specific physical systemunder investigation, the results we
obtain are quite general, and, different regimes can be identified depending on the range and on the sign of the
inter-species interaction. These include the full reflection of the impurity, trappping of the impurity, and also the
emergence of dark and bright solitons in the Bose condensate. Preliminary experiments havemeasured the
reflection coefficient as a function of inter-atomic strength in the systemof [4] at finite temperature. Thus, our
zero-temperature theoretical predictions provide a useful benchmark for forthcoming experimental and
theoretical investigations on impurity−BEC collisions.We think that ourmean-field simulations, based on
coupledGross−Pitaevskii equations, are quite reliable, but they could be improved by adoptingmore
sophisticated time-dependent approaches where quantumdepletion is taken into account. In particular, when
the 87Rb—41K scattering length is very large, themean-field density−density interaction is questionable, and
beyond-mean-field effects could be relevant. Finally, it is important to stress that a deeper connection between
impurities in bosonic atomic clouds and the solid-state polaron of Landau and Frölich can be obtainedwith a
bosonic lattice polaron [9], i.e. a single impurity atom confined to an optical lattice and immersed in a

Figure 6. Interference pattern in the 41K density distribution for attractive g12/g1=−0.5 (left panel) and repulsive g12/g1=0.5 (right
panel). Upper panels give the contour plot of the normalized density profiles in the (x, y) plane. Lower panels give the corresponding
normalized axial density profiles as a function of the adimensional axial coordinate aPRb. tRbt w=  is the adimensional timewith

389.6 HzRbw = and aPRb=1.37μm. Frames are taken frommovies [35] and [36].
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homogeneous Bose–Einstein condensate.We are nowplanning to investigate this difficult but stimulating
problemusing bothmean-field and beyond-mean-field techniques.
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AppendixNumerical computation

Equations (3) and (4) are solved numerically by using afinite-difference predictor-corrector Crank−Nicolson
algorithm [28]. Numerical discretization is performed on afixedmesh-gridwith constant spatial spacing
dx/aPRb=1.50×10−3 and constant temporal spacing dt/ωPRb=1.25×10−3. A single computation run,
performed on a laptopwith an Intel i7 2.90 GHz processor and 16 GBRAM, can take up to 40 minwith the
above discretization.

To test the numerical accuracy of our results, we checked the validity of the conservation laws for our
solutions—namely, the conservation of energyE and the conservation of total number of particlesNRb andNK.
Energy conservationwas tested by computing the energy functional at any instant of time t:

E t x t H x t x x t H x t x, , d , , d , A.1Rb Rb Rb K K K
 ò ò= Y Y + Y Y( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )

where HRb
ˆ and HK

ˆ are theHamiltonian operators on the right-hand side of equations (3) and (4), respectively.
Similarly, the test of the conservation of particle numbers was performed by checking the correct normalization
of thewave-functionsΨRb(x, t) andΨK(x, t), verifying that equations (5) and (6) hold for any time t.We verified
that the normalization of thewave-functions is always almost perfectly conserved, and observed that, with the
given discretization the energy is also conserved (>98%). Only for strong enough attractive interactions does the
strong non-linearity of the soliton-solution lead to a decrease of energy conservation.However, we verified that,
by increasing time and space discretization, this problem is easily overcome at the expense of simulation-time,
with no qualitative change in our results.
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